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The dynamics of a coupled system of semilinear parabolic equations with
discrete time delays is investigated using the method of upper and lower solutions.
It is shown that if the reaction function in the system possesses a mixed quasi-
monotone property and the corresponding elliptic system has a pair of coupled
upper and lower solutions then there is a monotone iteration process which yields
a pair of quasisolutions of the elliptic system and the sector between the quasisolu-
tions is an attractor of the delayed parabolic system. Under some additional
conditions this sector is a global attractor and the solution of the parabolic system
converges to a true solution of the elliptic system. The same conclusions are
obtained for a coupled system of parabolic-ordinary equations with time delays.
Applications are given to three model problems arising from ecology and nuclear
engineering. These model problems possess multiple steady-state solutions and
sufficient conditions are given to ensure the stability and instability of these
solutions. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Differential equations with time delays are traditionally formulated for
spatially homogeneous systems, and various types of time-delayed equa-
tions in the framework of ordinary differential systems have been treated
 w x.systematically cf. 3, 5, 6 . In recent years considerable attention has been
given to systems of semilinear parabolic differential equations with time
delays. In this paper, we consider a coupled system of parabolic equations
with discrete time delays which is given in the form
­ u r­ t y L u s f x , u, u t ) 0, x g V .  .i i i i t
B u s h x t ) 0, x g ­ V i s 1, . . . , n .  .  .i i i 1.1 .
u t , x s h t , x yr F t F 0, x g V , .  .  .i i i
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 .   .  ..where u ' u , . . . , u , u ' u t y t , x , . . . , u t y t , x for some1 n t 1 1 n n
positive constants t , . . . , t , and V is a bounded domain in R N with1 n
boundary ­ V. The operators L , B are given byi i
N N
 i. 2  i.L u ' a x ­ u r­ x ­ x q b x ­ u r­ x .  . i i jk i j k j i j
j, ks1 js1
B u ' a ­ u r­n q b x u i s 1, . . . , n , .  .i i i i i i
 .where ­r­n denotes the outward normal or conormal derivative on ­ V.
It is assumed that for each i s 1, . . . , n, L is a uniformly elliptic operatori
  . .in V ' V j ­ V, B is of either Dirichlet type a s 0, b x ' 1 ori i i
  . .Neumann]Robin type a s 1, b x G 0 , and it is allowed to be ai i
different type for different i.
The purpose of this paper is to study the dynamic property of the
 .parabolic system 1.1 in relation to its corresponding elliptic system
yL u s f x , u, u x g V .  .i i i i s 1, . . . , n . 1.2 .  .
B u s h x x g ­ V .  .i i i
 .  .In addition to the systems 1.1 and 1.2 we also investigate the dynamics
of the coupled parabolic-ordinary system
­ u r­ t y L u s f x , u, u i s 1, . . . , nU .  .i i i i t t ) 0, x g V .U­ u r­ t s f x , u, u i s n q 1, . . . , n .  .i i t
B u s h x i s 1, . . . , nU t ) 0, x g ­ V 1.3 .  .  .  .i i i
u t , x s h t , x i s 1, . . . , n yg F t F 0, x g V .  .  .  .i i i
in relation to its corresponding steady-state problem
yL u s f x , u, u i s 1, . . . , nU .  .i i i x g V 1.4 .  .Uf x , u, u s 0 i s n q 1, . . . , n .  .i
B u s h x i s 1, . . . , nU x g ­ V . .  .  .i i i
 .  .  .The systems 1.3 and 1.4 may be considered as special cases of 1.1 and
 .1.2 , respectively, with L s 0 and without the boundary condition fori
i s nU q 1, . . . , n.
 .Parabolic systems in the form 1.1 have been treated by many investiga-
 w x.tors both in theory and in applications cf. 4, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18]25 .
Most of the theoretical discussions in the earlier works consider the
problem as an abstract functional differential equation using semi-group
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 w x.theory cf. 10, 16, 18, 20, 22, 23 while the various model problems in
 wapplications often involve mixed quasimonotone reaction functions cf. 16,
x.20, 21, 24, 25 . Recently the method of upper and lower solutions and its
associated monotone iterations have been used to investigate the existence
 w x.and asymptotic behavior of a solution cf. 4, 8, 12, 14, 19, 21 . The
monotone method for the existence proof is constructive and can be used
to compute numerical solutions of the corresponding discretized equations
 w x.cf. 4, 8, 9, 13, 14 . In this paper we use the method of upper and lower
w xsolutions and a similar idea as that in 15 to obtain local and global
 .  .attractors for the parabolic systems 1.1 and 1.3 , and to obtain condi-
tions which ensure the convergence of the time-dependent solution to a
steady-state solution. These results are independent of the time delays
t , . . . , t , and are quite useful for the study of the persistence and stability1 n
of certain ecological and engineering problems. Some applications are
given to a diffusion logistic model with time delays, a reactor model in
nuclear engineering, and a Volterra]Lotka competition model with n-
competing species. In each of the three model problems, multiple steady-
state solutions exist and sufficient conditions are given to ensure the
stability and instability of these solutions.
The plan of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we imbed the system
 .1.1 into a system of 2n equations and show that these two systems are
equivalent. Section 3 is devoted to the monotone convergence of the
time-dependent solution to the maximal or minimal steady-state solution
of the extended problem. The main results are given in Section 4 where we
show that the maximal and minimal solutions of the extended problem are
 .quasisolutions of the elliptic system 1.2 , and the sector between the
 .quasisolutions is an attractor of the parabolic system 1.1 . Under some
additional conditions this sector is a global attractor and the time depen-
dent solution converges to a steady-state solution. Similar conclusions for
 .  .the systems 1.3 and 1.4 are also given in this section. Applications of
these results to three model problems are given in the final section.
2. AN EXTENDED PARABOLIC SYSTEM
Let V be the closure of V, and for any finite T ) 0 and i s 1, . . . , n, we
set
w xD s 0, T = V , S s 0, T = ­ V , D s 0, T = V , T T T
 i.  i.w w xQ s yt , 0 = V , Q s yt , T = V ,.0 i T i
1. n. 1. n.Q s Q = ??? = Q , Q s Q = ??? = Q .0 0 0 T T T
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a  .Denote by C D the set of Holder continuous functions in D withÈT T
 . 1, 2 .exponent a g 0, 1 , and by C D the set of functions which are onceT
 xcontinuously differentiable in t g 0, T and twice continuously differen-
tiable in x g V. The above spaces for vector-valued functions with n
. a  . 1, 2 .components are denoted by C D and C D , respectively. SimilarT T
notations are used for other function spaces and other domains. Through-
out the paper we assume that for each i s 1, . . . , n, the coefficients of Li
 i. a  .and the first partial derivatives of a are in C V , the boundaryjk
1qa  . 1qacoefficient b is in C ­ V , and ­ V is of class C . We also assumei
that h and h are Holder continuous on ­ V and Q i., respectively, andÈi i 0
satisfy the compatibility condition at t s 0 when a s 0. The functioni
 .f x, u, v is assumed Holder continuous in x and continuously differen-Èi
tiable in u and v for u, v in some bounded subset of R n. The above
smoothness assumptions are used to ensure the existence of a classical
 .solution to 1.1 by the method of upper and lower solutions when the
vector function
f ?, u, v ' f ?, u, v , . . . , f ?, u, v .  .  . .1 n
possesses a mixed quasimonotone property in some subset L of R n.
Specifically, by writing u and u in the split formst
w x w x w x w xu ' u , u , u , u ' u , u , .  .a b c di t t ti i i i
where a , b , c , and d are some nonnegative integers we have thei i i i
following definition.
 .DEFINITION 2.1. A vector function f ?, u, v is said to be mixed quasi-
monotone in L if for each i s 1, . . . , n, there exist nonnegative integers
a , b , c , and d with a q b s n y 1 and c q d s n such that for everyi i i i i i i i
 w x w x . w x w x .  .u ' u , u , u and v ' v , v in L, f ?, u, v is monotone nonde-i a b c d ii i i iw x w x w x w xcreasing in u and v and monotone nonincreasing in u and v .a c b di i i i
 .The function f ?, u, v is said to be quasimonotone nondecreasing in L if
b s d s 0 for all i.i i
 .To specify the set L in the above definition for the system 1.1 we
rewrite the system in the form
w x w x w x w x­ u r­ t y L u s f x , u , u , u , u , u in D .a b c di i i i i t t Ti i i i
B u s h x on S .i i i T
u t , x s h t , x in Q i. i s 1, . . . , n . 2.1 .  .  .  .i i 0
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 .Then the mixed quasimonotone property of f ?, u, u leads to the followingt
definition.
 .  .DEFINITION 2.2. A pair of functions u ' u , . . . , u , u ' u , . . . , uÄ Ä Ä Ã Ã Ã1 n 1 n
1, 2 .  .in C D l C D are called coupled upper and lower solutions ofT T
 .2.1 if u G u in D , and ifÄ Ã T
w x w x­ u r­ t y L u G f x , u , u , u , u , uÄ Ä Ä Ä Ã Ä Ã .a b c di i i i i t ti i i i in DTw x w x­ u r­ t y L u F f x , u , u , u , u , uÃ Ã Ã Ã Ä Ã Ä .a b c di i i i i t ti i i i
B u G h x G B u , on S .Ä Ãi i i i i T
u t , x G h t , x G u t , x in Q i. i s 1, . . . , n . 2.2 .  .  .  .  .Ä Ãi i i 0
 .For the parabolic-ordinary system 1.3 the definition of upper and lower
solutions is the same as that in Definition 2.2 but with L s 0 and withouti
the boundary inequalities for i s nU q 1, . . . , n. In either case, inequalities
between two vector-valued functions are always in the componentwise
sense. It is clear from the above definition that upper and lower solutions
 .are in general coupled, and a solution of 2.1 is not necessarily an upper
 .solution nor a lower solution. However, if f ?, u, u is quasimonotonet
nondecreasing then upper and lower solutions are not coupled, and every
 .solution of 2.1 is an upper solution as well as a lower solution. To
distinguish their independence in this situation we refer to u, u as orderedÄ Ã
 .upper and lower solutions. For a given pair of coupled or ordered upper
and lower solutions u, u we setÄ Ã
 :u, u ' u g C D ; u F u F u 2.3 .Ã Ä Ã Ä 4 .T
and make the following basic hypothesis on f:
 .  . 1H f ?, u, u is a C function and possesses a mixed quasimonotonet
 :property in L ' u, u .Ã Ä
The above hypothesis implies that there exist constants K G 0 such thati
< < < <f x , u, u y f x , v, v F K u y v q u y v .  .  .i t i t i t t
 :for all u, v, u , and v in u, u i s 1, . . . , n . 2.4 .  .Ã Ät t
 . < < < < < <In the Lipschitz condition 2.4 it is understood that w s w q ??? q w1 n
 . nfor any w s w , . . . , w g R . Under the above hypothesis we have the1 n
w xfollowing existence-comparison theorem from 14 .
THEOREM 2.1. Let u, u be a pair of coupled upper and lower solutions ofÄ Ã
 .   ..  .  . 1.1 resp., 1.3 , and let hypothesis H hold. Then the system 1.1 resp.,
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 .. U  :1.3 has a unique solution u in u, u . Moreo¨er there exist sequencesÃ Ä
m. m. 4  4u , u which con¨erge monotonically from abo¨e and below, respec-
ti¨ ely, to uU as m ª `.
To investigate the asymptotic behavior of the solution we consider an
extended system of 2n equations by introducing the function v ' M y u,
 .where M ' M , . . . , M is a positive constant vector satisfying M G u inÄ1 n i i
 .D , i s 1, . . . , n. Since problem 1.3 may be considered as a special caseT
 . Uof 2.1 with L s 0 for i s n q 1, . . . , n, we only need to consider thei
 .system 2.1 . Define
w x w x w x w xF x , u, v, u , v ' f x , u , u , M y v , u , M y v .  .a b c di t t i i t ti i i i
w x w x w x w xG x , u, v, u , v ' yf x , M y ¨ , M y v , u , M y v , u .  .a b c di t t i i i t ti i i i
hU x ' M b x y h x i s 1, . . . , n . 2.5 .  .  .  .  .i i i i
 .Then an extended system of 2.1 is given by
­ u r­ t y L u s F x , u, v, u , v .i i i i t t in DT­ ¨ r­ t y L ¨ s G x , u, v, u , v .i i i i t t
B u s h x , B ¨ s hU x on S .  .i i i i i i T
u t , x s h t , x , ¨ t , x s hU t , x in Q i. i s 1, . . . , n . 2.6 .  .  .  .  .  .i i i i 0
We first show that the 2n-vector function
F ?, w, w ' F w, w , . . . , F w, w , G w, w , . . . , G w, w 2.7 .  .  .  .  .  . .t 1 t n t 1 t n t
 :  .is quasimonotone nondecreasing in w, w , where w ' u, v 'Ã Ä
 .u , . . . , u , ¨ , . . . , ¨ and1 n 1 n
 :w, w ' u, v g C D = C D ; u F u F u, M y u F v F M y u . .Ã Ä Ã Ä Ä Ã .  . 5T T
2.8 .
 .  .  .LEMMA 2.1. Let f x, u, u satisfy hypothesis H , and let w ' u, v andÄ Ä Äi t
 .  .w ' u, v , where v s M y u and v s M y u. Then F ?, w, w is quasi-Ã Ã Ã Ä Ã Ã Ä t
 :monotone nondecreasing for all w, w g w, w .Ã Ät
 .  :Proof. In view of 2.8 , u and M y v are in the sector u, u wheneverÃ Ä
 .  :  .w ' u, v g w, w . Hence by 2.5 and the mixed quasimonotone propertyÃ Ä
 .of f ?, u, u , the function F is monotone nondecreasing with respect to allt i
 .  .the components of the 2n vectors u, v and u , v except possibly thet t
component u . Similarly, G is monotone nondecreasing with respect to alli i
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 .  .the components of u, v and u , v except possibly the component ¨ .t t i
 .  :This shows that F ?, w, w is quasimonotone nondecreasing in w, w .Ã Ät
We next show an equivalence relation between the two pairs of upper
 .  .and lower solutions u, u and w, w .Ä Ã Ä Ã
U LEMMA 2.2. Let h s M y h , i s 1, . . . , n. Then the pair w ' u, M yÄ Äi i i
.  .  .u , w ' u, M y u are ordered upper and lower solutions of 2.6 if and onlyÃ Ã Ã Ä
 .if u and u are coupled upper and lower solutions of 2.1 .Ä Ã
 .  .Proof. Suppose u ' u , . . . , u and u ' u , . . . , u are coupled up-Ä Ä Ä Ã Ã Ã1 n 1 n
 .  .  .per and lower solutions of 2.1 . By 2.2 , 2.5 and the mixed quasimono-
 .  .  .tone property of f ?, u, u , the function w ' u, v , where v ' ¨ , . . . , ¨Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ät 1 n
with ¨ s M y u , satisfies the relationÄ Ãi i i
w x w x­ u r­ t y L u G f x , u , u , M y v , u , M y vÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .a b c di i i i i t ti i i i
s F x , u, v, u , vÄ Ä Ä Ä .i t t
w x w x­ ¨ r­ t y L ¨ G yf x , M y ¨ , M y v , u , M y v , uÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .a b dci i i i i i t ti i ii
s G x , u, v, u , vÄ Ä Ä Ä .i t t
B u G h x , B ¨ s M b y Bu G hU x .  .Ä Ä Ãi i i i i i i i i
Uu t , x G h t , x , ¨ t , x s M y u t , x G h t , x .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ãi i i i i i
i s 1, . . . , n . 2.9 .  .
 .In view of 2.7 and the quasimonotone nondecreasing property of
 .  .F ?, w, w , the above inequalities imply that w is an upper solution of 2.6 .Ät
 .A similar argument shows that w ' u, M y u is a lower solution. SinceÃ Ã Ä
u G u implies w G w, the pair w, w are ordered upper and lower solutions.Ä Ã Ä Ã Ä Ã
 .Conversely if w and w are ordered upper and lower solutions of 2.6Ä Ã
 .  .then, by definition, the pair u ' u , . . . , u and v ' ¨ , . . . , ¨ , whereÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä1 n 1 n
 .¨ s M y u , satisfy all the inequalities in 2.9 . Similarly the pair u 'Ä Ã Ãi i i
 .  .u , . . . , u and v ' ¨ , . . . , ¨ with ¨ s M y u satisfy all the equalitiesÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ä1 n 1 n i i i
 .in 2.9 in reversed order. This implies that u and u satisfy the inequalitiesÄ Ã
 .  .in 2.2 , and therefore they are coupled upper and lower solutions of 2.1 .
This proves the lemma.
As a consequence of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 and the existence-uniqueness
result in Theorem 2.1 we have the following equivalence relation between
 .  .the two systems 2.1 and 2.6 .
THEOREM 2.2. Let the conditions in Theorem 2.1 be satisfied, and let
U U  .  :h s M y h , i s 1, . . . , n. Then u is the unique solution of 2.1 in u, uÃ Äi i i
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 .  U U .  .  :if and only if u, v ' u , M y u is the unique solution of 2.6 in w, w ,Ã Ä
 :  .where w, w is gi¨ en by 2.8 .Ã Ä
U  .  .Proof. It is easy to see that if u is a solution of 2.1 then u, v '
 U U .  . Uu , M y u is a solution of 2.6 when h s M y h . The uniquenessi i i
 .  U U .property of 2.6 ensures that u , M y u is the unique solution in
 :  .  .  :w, w . Conversely, if u, v is a solution of 2.6 in w, w then, sinceÃ Ä Ã Ä
 U U .  .u , M y u is also a solution, the uniqueness property of 2.6 implies
 .  U U . U U Uthat u, v s u , M y u . This shows that u s u , v s M y u , and u is
 .the unique solution of 2.1 .
3. MONOTONE CONVERGENCE OF
TIME-DEPENDENT SOLUTIONS
 .In view of Theorem 2.2 the dynamic property of the system 2.1 can be
 .determined by the behavior of the solution of the extended problem 2.6 .
This leads to the consideration of a coupled system of N parabolic
equations:
­ w r­ t y L w s F x , w, w t ) 0, x g V .  .i i i i t
B w s h x t ) 0, x g ­ V i s 1, . . . , N .  .  .i i i
3.1 .w t , x s h t , x yt F t F 0, x g V , .  .  .i i i
and its corresponding elliptic system
yL w s F x , w, w x g V .  .i i i i s 1, . . . , N , 3.2 .  .
B w s h x x g ­ V .  .i i i
 .  .where w ' w , . . . , w . It is obvious that the extended system 2.6 may1 N
 .  .be considered as a special case of 3.1 with N s 2n, w s u, v and
L s L , B s B , h s hU , h s hUnqi i nqi i nqi i nqi i
i s 1, . . . , n . .
F x , w, w s G x , u, v, u , v .  .nq i t i t t
3.3 .
 .Suppose a pair of ordered upper and lower solutions w ' w , . . . , w ,Ä Ä Äs 1 N
 .  .w ' w , . . . , w to the elliptic system 3.2 exist and the N-vector func-Ã Ã Ãs 1 N
tion
F x , w, w ' F x , w, w , . . . , F x , w, w .  .  . .t 1 t N t
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 :is quasimonotone nondecreasing in w , w , whereÃ Äs s
 :w , w ' w g C V ; w F w F w . . 4Ã Ä Ã Äs s s s
 .  .Recall that w ' w , . . . , w is an upper solution of 3.2 if it satisfiesÄ Ä Äs 1 N
yL w G F x , w , w in VÄ Ä Ä .i i i s s i s 1, . . . , N 3.4 .  .
B w G h x on ­ V .Äi i i
 .  .and w ' w , . . . , w is a lower solution if it satisfies 3.4 in reversedÃ Ã Ãs 1 N
order. It is known that given any pair of ordered upper and lower solutions
 .w , w , the elliptic system 3.2 has a maximal solution w and a minimalÄ Ãs s s
 :  w x.  .solution w in w , w cf. 7, 11 . It is easy to see from 3.4 andÃ Äs s s
 .  .Definition 2.2 with b s d s 0 for all i that for any h ' h , . . . , h withi i 1 N
 i.  .w F h F w in Q the pair w , w are upper and lower solutions of 3.1 .Ã Ä Ä Ãi i i 0 s s
 .By Theorem 2.1 and the arbitrariness of T , problem 3.1 has a unique
 .solution w t, x such that
w x F w t , x F w x t ) 0, x g V . 3.5 .  .  .  .  .Ã Äs s
 .  .  .  .Denote the solution by w t, x when h t, x s w x in Q , and by w t, xÄs 0
 .  .  .  .when h t, x s w x . Our aim is to show that w t, x and w t, x convergeÃs
 .  .monotonically to the maximal and minimal solutions w x and w x ,s s
respectively, as t ª `. To achieve this goal we first prepare the following
1, 2 .  .positivity lemma for any function z g C D l C D satisfying theT T
relation
N N
­ z r­ t y L z G b z t , x q c z t y t , x in D .  . i i i i j j i j j j T
js1 js1
B z G 0 on Si i T
z t , x G 0 in Q i. i s 1, . . . , N , 3.6 .  .  .i 0
 .  .  .where b ' b t, x and c ' c t, x are given functions in C D .i j i j i j i j T
 .LEMMA 3.1. Let b , c g C D such that b G 0 for j / i and c G 0i j i j T i j i j
 .  .for all i, j s 1, . . . , N, and let z ' z , . . . , z satisfy the inequalities in 3.6 .1 N
Then z G 0 in D .T
U  4Proof. Since by hypothesis t s min t , . . . , t ) 0, the last inequality1 n
 .  U .  . w U xin 3.6 implies that z t y t , x s z t y t , x G 0 for t g 0, t , x g V,j j j
 .and j s 1, . . . , N. Using this property and the hypothesis c G 0 in 3.6i j
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we obtain the relation
N
U­ z r­ t y L z G b z t , x in 0, t = V . i i i i j j
js1
UBz G 0 on 0, t = ­ V 3.7  .i
z 0, x G 0 in V . .i
 . w U xIt follows from the hypothesis b G 0 for j / i that z t, x G 0 in 0, ti j i
 w x.= V for i s 1, . . . , N e.g., see 11, p. 564 . This shows that z G 0 in
U U Uw x  . w x0, t = V, and therefore z t y t , x G 0 in 0, 2t = V for all i.i
 .  .Again by 3.6 and c G 0, the inequalities in 3.7 hold when the intervali j
U U U x  x  . w x0, t is replaced by 0, 2t . This leads to z t, x G 0 in 0, 2t = V fori
 .i s 1, . . . , N. A continuation of the same process yields z t, x G 0 oni
Uw x  .0, mt = V for every m s 1, 2, . . . , and i s 1, . . . , N. This proves z t, x
G 0 in D .T
As a consequence of the above lemma we have the following monotone
property of the solutions w and w.
 .  .LEMMA 3.2. For any constant d ) 0 the solutions w t, x and w t, x of
 .3.1 possess the monotone property
w x F w t , x F w t q d , x F w t q d , x F w t , x F w x .  .  .  .  .  .Ã Äs s
qin R = V . 3.8 .
 .  .  .  .Proof. Let z t, x s w t q d , x y w t, x . By 3.1 and the mean-value
 .theorem, z ' z , . . . , z satisfies the relation1 N
­ z r­ t y L z s F w t q d , x , w t q d , x y F w t , x , w t , x .  .  .  . .  .i i i i t i t
N ­ Fis j z t , x .  . j /­ wjjs1
N ­ Fi Xq j z t y t , x in D .  . X j j T /­ wjjs1
B z s h x y h x s 0 on S .  .i i i i T
z t , x s w t q d , x y h t , x s w t q d , x y w x .  .  .  .  .Ãi i i i i
in Q i. , 3.9 .0
where ­ F r­ wX, j s 1, . . . , N, denote the partial derivatives of F withi j i
respect to the components of w , and j and jX are some intermediatet
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 :  .  .  .values in w , w . Since by 3.5 , w t q d , x G w x , and by the quasi-Ã Ä Ãs s i i
 .monotone nondecreasing property of F ?, w, w ,t
­ F ­ Fi i Xj G 0 for j / i and j G 0 for all i , j .  .X­ w ­ wj j
 .we conclude from Lemma 3.1 that z t, x G 0 in D . The arbitrariness ofT
 .T ensures that z t, x G 0 for all t ) 0, x g V. This proves the relation
 .  .  .  .w t q d , x G w t, x in 3.8 . A similar argument gives the relation w t, x
q .F w t q d , x in R = V. Finally by the mean-value theorem, the function
 .  .  .  .  .z t, x ' w t, x y w t, x satisfies the equations in 3.9 with z t, x si
 .  .  i.w x y w x in Q and with possibly some different intermediate valuesÄ Ãi i 0
X  :  .  .j and j in w , w . It follows again from w x G w x and Lemma 3.1Ã Ä Ä Ãs s i i
q .  .  .that z t, x G 0. This gives w t, x F w t, x in R = V which completes
the proof of the lemma.
 .Based on the property 3.8 we have the following monotone conver-
gence theorem.
 .  .THEOREM 3.1. Let w x , w x be a pair of ordered upper and lowerÄ Ãs s
 .  .  .  .solutions of 3.2 , and let w t, x , w t, x be the solutions of 3.1 correspond-
 .  .  .  .ing to h t, x s w x and h t, x s w x in Q , respecti¨ ely. Assume thatÄ Ã 0
 .  :F ?, w, w is quasimonotone nondecreasing in w , w . Then as t ª `,Ã Ät s s
 .  .w t, x con¨erges monotonically from abo¨e to the maximal solution w x ofs
 .  .3.2 , and w t, x con¨erges monotonically from below to the minimal solu-
 .  .tion w x . Moreo¨er, for any initial function h t, x with w F h F w in QÃ Äs s s 0
 .  .the corresponding solution w t, x of 3.1 satisfies the relation
w t , x F w t , x F w t , x t ) 0, x g V . 3.10 .  .  .  .  .
 .Proof. By the monotone property 3.8 the limits
U Ulim w t , x s w x , lim w t , x s w x as t ª ` 3.11 .  .  .  .  .
U U q .  .  .  .exist and satisfy the relation w t, x F w x F w x F w t, x in R = V.
U Uw xThe same argument as that in 11 shows that w and w are solutions of
U U .3.2 . To show that w and w are the respective maximal and minimal
 :  .  .  .solutions in w , w we consider the function z t, x ' w t, x y w x ,Ã Äs s s
 .  .  .where w x is the maximal solution of 3.2 . It is easy to see from 3.1 ands
 .  .3.2 that z ' z , . . . , z satisfies the differential and boundary equations1 N
 . X  :  .  .in 3.9 for some intermediate values j , j in w , w . Since z t, x s w xÃ Ä Äs s s
 .  .y w x G 0 in Q , Lemma 3.1 implies that z t, x G 0 in D . Thes 0 T
q .  .arbitrariness of T leads to w t, x G w x in R = V. Letting t ª ` ands
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U U .  .  .using the relation 3.11 gives w x G w x . However, since w gs
U :  .w , w , the maximal property of w x implies that w F w . This provesÃ Äs s s s
U U  .  :w s w which shows that w is the maximal solution of 3.2 in w , w . AÃ Äs s s
similar argument shows that wU s w and is the minimal solution ins
 :w , w . Finally, by the quasimonotone nondecreasing property ofÃ Äs s
 .  .  .F ?, w, w , w t, x and w t, x are ordered upper and lower solutions oft
 .  .  .3.1 when w F h t, x F w in Q . The relation 3.10 follows fromÃ Äs s 0
Theorem 2.1. This proves the theorem.
4. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR AND GLOBAL ATTRACTOR
 .To investigate the asymptotic behavior of the solution of 2.1 where the
reaction function is mixed quasimonotone we first write the elliptic system
 .1.2 in the form
w x w x w x w xyL u s f x , u , u , u , u , u in V .a b c di i i i s s s si i i i i s 1, . . . , n , .
B u s h x on ­ V .i i i
4.1 .
 .where u ' u , . . . , u . This leads to the following definition of upper ands 1 n
lower solutions.
 .  .DEFINITION 4.1. A pair of functions u ' u , . . . , u , u ' u , . . . , uÄ Ä Ä Ã Ã Ãs 1 n s 1 n
2 .  .  .in C V l C V are called coupled upper and lower solutions of 4.1 if
u G u and ifÄ Ãs s
yL u G f x , u , u , u , u , uÄ Ä Ä Ã Ä Ã .a b c di i i i s s s si i i i
y L u F f x , u , u , u , u , uÃ Ã Ã Ä Ã Ä .a b c di i i i s s s si i i i
B u G h x G B u i s 1, . . . , n . 4.2 .  .  .Ä Ãi i i i i
Notice that the above definition is slightly different from the definition
of upper and lower solutions for the usual coupled elliptic systems when
w xu contains the component u . However, if u is not a component ofs d i iiw x  . u , and in particular, if f ?, u, u is quasimonotone nondecreasing thats di
.is, b s d s 0 then Definition 4.1 coincides with the usual definition ofi i
 w x.upper and lower solutions cf. 11 . Moreover when b s d s 0 for all i,i i
the pair u and u are not coupled and are again referred to as orderedÄ Ãs s
 .upper and lower solutions. It is obvious from 4.2 that for any pair of
 .  .coupled or ordered upper and lower solutions u , u of 4.1 they are alsoÄ Ãs s
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 .upper and lower solutions of 2.1 when u F h F u in Q . Hence byÃ Äs s 0
 :  .  .Theorem 2.1, the sector u , u given by 2.3 with C D replaced byÃ Äs s T
 .  .C V is an invariant set of the system 2.1 .
It is easy to see as for the usual coupled elliptic systems that the
m. m. m. m. m. m. 4  4  4  4sequences u ' u , . . . , u , u ' u , . . . , u obtained froms 1 n s 1 n
the linear iteration process
Um. m. my1. my1. my1.yL u q K u s f x , u , u , u ,i i i i i i s sa bi i
my1. my1.u , u /s sc di i
Um. m. my1. my1. my1.y L u q K u s f x , u , u , u ,i i i i i i s s ba ii
my1. my1.u , u /s s dc ii
m. m.B u s B u s h x i s 1, . . . , n 4.3 .  .  .i i i i i
0. 0.  .with u s u and u s u , where K is the Lipschitz constant in 2.4Ä Ãs s s s i
U  .  .and f x, u, u s K u q f x, u, u , are uniquely determined and possessi i i i
the monotone property
m. mq1. mq1. m.u F u F u F u F u F u in V , m s 1, 2, . . . . 4.4 .Ã Äs s s s s s
Furthermore, the limits
m. m.lim u s u , lim u s u as m ª ` 4.5 .s s s s
exist and satisfy the equations
w x w xyL u s f x , u , u , u , u , u .a cb di i i i s s s si ii i in Vw x w xyL u s f x , u , u , u , u , u .b da ci i i i s s s si ii i
B u s B u s h x on ­ V i s 1, . . . , n 4.6 .  .  .i i i i i
 w x.  .  :cf. 11 . The limits u , u , called quasisolutions of 4.1 in u , u , areÃ Äs s s s
 .ordered but in general are not true solutions. However, if f ?, u, u is
 :quasimonotone nondecreasing in u , u , then both u and u are trueÃ Äs s s s
 .solutions of 4.1 . In fact, they are the respective maximal and minimal
 :  w x.solutions in u , u see Theorems 8.10.1]8.10.3 in 11 . Our goal is toÃ Äs s
 :show that for any initial function h in u , u the corresponding solutionÃ Äs s
 :  :u not only remains in u , u but also enters the sector u , u as t ª `,Ã Äs s s s
where
 :u , u ' u g C V ; u F u F u in V . 4.7 .  . 4s s s s
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 .To achieve the above goal we imbed the system 4.1 into the extended
system:
w x w x w x w xyL u s f x , u , u , M y v , u , M y v .a b c di i i i s s s si i i i
w x w x w x w xy L ¨ s yf x , M y ¨ , M y v , u , M y v , u .a b c di i i i i s s s si i i i
B u s h x , B ¨ s hU x i s 1, . . . , n . 4.8 .  .  .  .i i i i i i
 .It is obvious that the above system is the steady-state problem of 2.6 , and
 .by Lemma 2.1 the reaction function at the right-hand side of 4.8 is
 :quasimonotone nondecreasing in u , u . This property leads to theÃ Äs s
following analogous result as that in Lemma 2.2.
 .  .LEMMA 4.1. The pair w ' u , M y u , w ' u , M y u are orderedÄ Ä Ã Ã Ã Äs s s s s s
 .upper and lower solutions of 4.8 if and only if u and u are coupled upperÄ Ãs s
 .and lower solutions of 4.1 .
Proof. The proof is similar to that for Lemma 2.2 and is omitted.
w xAs a consequence of Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 8.10.1 of 11 the
 .  .extended system 4.8 has a maximal solution w ' u , v and a minimals s s
 .  :  .solution w ' u , v in w , w when system 4.1 has a pair of coupledÃ Äs s s s s
upper and lower solutions u , u . In the following lemma we establish anÄ Ãs s
 .equivalence relation between the maximal and minimal solutions of 4.8
 .and the quasisolutions of 4.1 .
LEMMA 4.2. Let u , u be a pair of coupled upper and lower solutions ofÄ Ãs s
 .  .  .4.1 , and let w ' u , M y u , w s u , M y u . Then the limits u , uÄ Ä Ã Ã Ã Äs s s s s s s s
 .  .  :  .in 4.5 are the quasisolutions of 4.1 in u , u if and only if u , M y uÃ Äs s s s
 .  .  :and u , M y u are the maximal and minimal solutions of 4.8 in w , w .Ã Äs s s s
 .  :Proof. Suppose u , u are the quasisolutions of 4.1 in u , u . SinceÃ Äs s s s
by Lemma 4.1 the pair w and w are ordered upper and lower solutions ofÄ Ãs s
 .  m. m.44.8 , the sequence u , v obtained from the linear iteration process
Um. m. my1. my1. my1.yL u q K u s f u , u , M y v ,i i i i i i s sa bi i
my1. my1.u , M y v /s sc di i
Um. m. my1. my1. my1.y L ¨ q K ¨ s yf M y ¨ , M y v , u ,i i i i i i i s sa bi i
my1. my1.M y v , u /s sc di i
B um. s h x , B ¨ m. s hU x i s 1, . . . , n 4.9 .  .  .  .i i i i i i
U U .converges monotonically from above to the maximal solution u , v ins s
 :  0. 0..  .w , w if u , v s u , M y u , and it converges monotonically fromÃ Ä Ä Ãs s s s s s
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 U U .  0. 0..  . below to the minimal solution u , v if u , v s u , M y u cf.Ã Äs s s s s s
m. m. m. m.w x.  4  411 . Denote these two sequences by u , v and u , v , respec-e e e e
0. 0.tively. In view of u s u , u s u and the uniqueness property of theÄ Ãs s s s
 .  .sequence in 4.9 , a comparison between the iteration processes 4.3 and
 .4.9 shows that
m. m. m. m. m. m. m. m.u s u , u s u , v s M y u , v s M y ue s e s e s e s
4.10 .
for every m s 1, 2, . . . . This implies that the two iteration processes are
m. m.equivalent. It follows from u ª u and u ª u as m ª ` thats s s s
U U m. m.u , v ' lim u , v s u , M y u . .  .s s e e s s
mª`
U U m. m.u , v ' lim u , v s u , M y u . 4.11 .  . . .s s e e s s
mª`
 .This shows that the maximal and minimal solutions of 4.8 are given by
 .  .u , M y u and u , M y u , respectively.s s s s
 .  .Conversely if u , M y u and u , M y u are the maximal and mini-s s s s
 .mal solutions of 4.8 , then they are the limits of the respective sequences
m. m. m. m. 4  4  .  .u , v and u , v obtained from 4.9 . In view of 4.10 ,e e e e
m. m.u s lim u and u s lim u as m ª `.s s s s
m. m. 0. 4  4  .Since u and u are the sequences governed by 4.3 with u s uÄs s s
0.  .and u s u we conclude that u and u are the quasisolutions of 4.1 inÃ s s s
 :u , u . This proves the lemma.Ã Äs s
Based on Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 3.1 we have the following conclusion.
THEOREM 4.1. Let u , u be a pair of coupled upper and lower solutionsÄ Ãs s
 .  .  :of 4.1 , and let hypothesis H hold in L ' u , u . Denote by u 'Ã Äs s s
 .  .  .u , . . . , u and u ' u , . . . , u the quasisolutions of 4.1 which satisfy1 n s 1 n
 .4.6 . Then for any initial function h satisfying u F h F u in Q theÃ Äs s 0
U  .  .corresponding solution u t, x of 2.1 possesses the property
Uu x F u t , x F u x as t ª ` x g V . 4.12 .  .  .  .  .s s
U U  .  :Moreo¨er, if u s u ' u then u is the unique solution of 4.1 in u , uÃ Äs s s s s s
U  . U  .and u t, x ª u x as t ª `.s
 .Proof. It is easily seen by considering w s u, v and using the relations
 .  .  .  .2.5 and 3.3 that problems 2.6 and 4.8 are special cases of the systems
 .  .  .in 3.1 and 3.2 , respectively. Since by Lemma 4.1, w ' u , M y u andÄ Ä Ãs s s
 .  .w ' u , M y u are ordered upper and lower solutions of 4.8 , andÃ Ã Äs s s
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 .  .since the function F ?, w, w given by 2.7 is quasimonotone nondecreas-t
 :ing in w , w , the conditions in Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. Hence ifÃ Äs s
 .  .  .w ' u, v and w ' u, v are the solutions of 2.6 with their respective
 U .  .  U .  .initial function h, h ' u , M y u and h, h ' u , M y u thenÄ Ã Ã Äs s s s
the limits
lim u t , x , v t , x s u x , v x , .  .  .  . .  .s s
tª`
lim u t , x , v t , x s u x , v x 4.13 .  .  .  .  . .  .s s
tª`
 .exist and are the respective maximal and minimal solutions of 4.8 in
 :  U .  :w , w . Moreover, for arbitrary h, h g w , w which is equivalent toÃ Ä Ã Äs s s s
u F h F u , M y u F hU F M y u in Q i. i s 1, . . . , n , .Ã Ä Ä Ãi i i i i i i i 0
4.14 .
 .the corresponding solution u, v satisfies the relation
u t , x , v t , x F u t , x , v t , x F u t , x , v t , x . 4.15 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  . .
U  .  :Now if h s M y h then 4.14 holds for any h g u , u and byÃ Äi i i s s
 .  U U . UTheorem 2.2, u, v s u , M y u , where u is the unique solution of
U U .  .  .  .2.1 . This implies that u, v F u , M y u F u, v which yields the
relation
U qu t , x F u t , x F u t , x in R = V . 4.16 .  .  .  .
U .  .It follows from 4.13 that relation 4.12 holds. Finally if u s u ' u ,s s s
Uthen by the maximal and minimal property of u and u , u is the uniques s s
 .  : U  . U  .solution of 4.1 in u , u . The convergence of u t, x to u x followsÃ Äs s s
 .from 4.12 . This proves the theorem.
 :It is seen from the above theorem that the sector u , u between thes s
 .two quasisolutions u , u is an attractor for the system 2.1 if u F h F uÃ Äs s s s
in Q . For arbitrary h we have the following result which is useful in the0
investigation of global attractors in some model problems.
THEOREM 4.2. Let the conditions in Theorem 4.1 hold, and let u '
 .  .u , . . . , u be the solution of 2.1 corresponding to an arbitrary initial1 n
 . Ufunction h t, x . If there exist t G 0 such that
w U U xu x F u t , x F u x for all t g t y t , t i s 1, . . . , n , .  .  .  .Ã Äi i i i
4.17 .
then all the conclusions in Theorem 4.1 remain true.
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U  .  U .Proof. Let t s t y t , U t , x s u t q t , x , and consider the system
 . U  .2.1 with t replaced by t q t . Since for each i s 1, . . . , n, u t y t , x si i
 U .  .  .u t q t y t , x s U t y t , x , where U ' U , . . . , U , we see that Ui i i i 1 n
 .  .satisfies the same equations in 2.1 with respect to t , x . The initial
condition for U is given by
U t , x s u t y tU , x yt F t F 0, x g V . .  .  .i i i
 .  .In view of 4.17 , U t , x satisfies the relationi
u x F U t , x F u x yt F t F 0, x g V . .  .  .  .Ã Äi i i i
 .  .  .It follows from Theorem 4.1 that u x F U t , x F u x as t ª `. Thiss s
U .  .proves the relation 4.12 for u t, x . When u s u ' u the convergences s s
U .  .  .of u t, x to u x follows from 4.12 .
 .For the parabolic-ordinary system 1.3 the requirements of upper and
 .  .lower solutions u ' u , . . . , u , u ' u , . . . , u of the correspondingÄ Ä Ä Ã Ã Ãs 1 n s 1 n
 .steady-state problem 1.4 are given by
yL u G f x , u , u , u , u , uÄ Ä Ä Ã Ä Ã .a b c di i i i s s s si i i i Ui s 1, . . . , n .
yL u F f x , u , u , u , u , uÃ Ã Ã Ä Ã Ä .a b c di i i i s s s si i i i
0 G f x , u , u , u , u , uÄ Ä Ã Ä Ã .a b c di i s s s si i i i Ui s n q 1, . . . , n .
0 F f x , u , u , u , u , uÃ Ã Ä Ã Ä .a b c di i s s s si i i i
B u G h x G B u i s 1, . . . , nU . 4.18 .  .  .Ä Ãi i i i i
 .It is easy to show by the same reasoning as that for the elliptic system 4.1
m. m. 4  4  .that the sequence u , u obtained from the iteration process 4.3s s
0. 0.  .with u s u , u s u , and L s 0 and without the boundary conditionÄ Ãs s s s i
for i s nU q 1, . . . , n, converges monotonically to a pair of quasisolutions
 .  .u ' u , . . . , u , u ' u , . . . , u which satisfy the equationss 1 n s 1 n
w x w xyL u s f x , u , u , u , u , u .a cb di i i i s s s si ii i Ui s 1, . . . , n .w x w xyL u s f x , u , u , u , u , u .b da ci i i i s s s si ii i
w x w x0 s f x , u , u , u , u , u .a cb di i s s s si ii i Ui s n q 1, . . . , n .w x w x0 s f x , u , u , u , u , u .b da ci i s s s si ii i
UB u s B u s h x i s 1, . . . , n . 4.19 .  .  .i i i i i
In terms of the above quasisolutions we have the following asymptotic
 .behavior of the solution for the system 1.3 .
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THEOREM 4.3. Let u , u be a pair of coupled upper and lower solutionsÄ Ãs s
 .  .  :of 1.4 , and let hypothesis H hold in L ' u , u . Denote by u 'Ã Äs s s
 .  .  .u , . . . , u and u ' u , . . . , u the quasisolutions of 1.4 which satisfy1 n s 1 n
 .  .4.19 . Then all the conclusions in Theorem 4.1 hold true for the system 1.3
U  .when u F h F u in Q . If there exists t G 0 such that the solution u t, xÃ Äs s 0
 .  .of 1.3 satisfies 4.17 , then the same conclusion in Theorem 4.2 holds for
 .  .1.3 with arbitrary initial function h t, x .
Proof. The proof follows from the same argument as that for the
 .system 2.1 . Details are omitted.
5. APPLICATIONS
In this section we give some applications of the results given in the
previous sections to three model problems arising from ecology and
nuclear engineering. This includes a logistic-delayed equation, a nuclear
reactor model, and a Volterra]Lotka competition model with n competing
species. The dynamics of these model problems have been investigated by
 wmany researchers in the current literature cf. 4, 6, 8, 14, 15, 20, 21, 23,
x.24 .
 .A A Diffusion Logistic Equation with Time Delays
In the traditional logistic equation with time delays if the effect of
disposition is taken into consideration, then the equation for the popula-
 .tion density u ' u t, x in a bounded habitat V is governed by the scalar
parabolic initial boundary-value problem
­ ur­ t y Lu s u a y bu y cu t ) 0, x g V .  .t
Bu ' a­ ur­n q b x u s 0 t ) 0, x g ­ V .  . 5.1 .
u t , x s h t , x yt F t F 0, x g V , .  .  .
 .  .  .where u ' u t y t , x for some t ) 0, Lu s = ? D=u , and D ' D x ,t
 .  .  .a ' a x , b ' b x , and c ' c x are all positive smooth functions in V.
 .The boundary coefficients are given either by a s 0, b x ' 1 or by
 .  .  .a s 1, b x G 0. It is clear that problem 5.1 is a special case of 2.1 with
n s 1, and the reaction function
f x , u , u ' u a x y b x u y c x u .  .  .  . .t t
is mixed quasimonotone in L s Rq with a s b s c s 0 and d s 1.1 1 1 1
The above problem has been given considerable attention in recent years,
and most of the discussions are concerned with the large time behavior of
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the solution in relation to the positive solution of the corresponding
steady-state problem
yLu s u a y bu y cu x g V .  .
Bu s 0 x g ­ V 5.2 .  .
 w x.cf. 20, 21, 23, 24 . Here we apply the results given in Sections 3 and 4 to
study the asymptotic behavior of the solution by constructing some suitable
 .upper and lower solutions of 5.2 . In view of Definition 4.1, the require-
 .ments of upper and lower solutions u , u for 5.2 becomeÄ Ãs s
yLu G u a y bu y cu in V , Bu G 0 on ­ VÄ Ä Ä Ã Ä .s s s s s
y Lu F u a y bu y cu in V , Bu F 0 on ­ V . 5.3 .Ã Ã Ã Ä Ã .s s s s s
 .Unlike the usual scalar boundary-value problem, the pair u , u in 5.3 areÄ Ãs s
coupled. Our construction of upper and lower solutions is based on the
 .smallest eigenvalue l ' l p of the eigenvalue problem
Lf y p x f q la x f s 0 in V , Bf s 0 on ­ V , 5.4 .  .  .
 .where p s p x is a given continuous nonnegative function in V. It is well
 .known that l p is nonnegative and increasing with respect to p G 0, and
 .  .  .if p x and b x are not both identically zero then l p is strictly positive
 w x.  .  .cf. 17 . In either case, the corresponding eigenfunction f x of l p can
 .be chosen positive with max f x s 1 in V. It is also known that problem
 .  .5.2 has only the trivial solution u s 0 if l 0 G 1 and it has a uniques
U  .  .  .positive solution u x if l 0 - 1, where l 0 is the smallest eigenvalue ofs
 .  .  w x.5.4 corresponding to p x ' 0 cf. 11 .
 .Consider first the case l 0 G 1. It is easy to verify that for any constant
 .  .M G a x rb x in V the pair u s M and u s 0 satisfy all the inequali-Ä Ãs s
 .  .  .ties in 5.3 . Since for problem 5.2 the monotone iteration process 4.3
becomes
m. m. my1. my1. my1. my1.yLu q Ku s Ku q u a y bu y cu .
m. m. my1. my1. my1. my1.y Lu q Ku s Ku q u a y bu y cu 5.5 . .
m. m.Bu s Bu s 0, m s 1, 2, . . . ,
0. 0.we see that if the coupled initial iterations are u s M and u s 0 then
m. m.  w x.u s 0 for every m and u ª 0 as m ª ` cf. 11 . It follows from
 .Theorem 4.1 that u s u s 0 and the time-dependent solution u t, x ofs s
 .  . w x5.1 converges to 0 as t ª ` whenever 0 F h t, x F M in yt , 0 = V.
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 .  .The arbitrariness of M ensures that u t, x ª 0 as t ª ` for any h t, x
G 0.
 .We next consider the more interesting case l 0 - 1. In this situation
the scalar boundary-value problem
yLUs s U a y bU in V , BU s 0 on ­ V 5.6 .  .s s s
 .has a unique positive solution U and U - arb when b x k 0. We seek as s
 .pair of positive upper and lower solutions of 5.2 in the form u s rUÄs s
and u s dU , where r and d are some positive constants with r ) d .Ãs s
 .  .Indeed, by 5.3 and 5.6 , this pair are coupled upper and lower solutions
 .of 5.2 if
rU a y bU G rU a y brU y cdU .  .s s s s s
dU a y bU F dU a y bdU y crU . .  .s s s s s
The above inequalities are clearly satisfied by a sufficiently small d ) 0 if
 . w x1 F r - brc in V. In view of 5.5 and Theorem 8.10.1 of 11 , problem
 .  :5.2 has a pair of quasisolutions u , u which are in dU , rU and satisfys s s s
the equations
yLu s u a y bu y cu in V , Bu s 0 on ­ V .s s s s s
y Lu s u a y bu y cu in V , Bu s 0 on ­ V . .s s s s s
 .Since Lu s = ? D=u and Bu s a­ ur­n q b u, Green's theorem implies
that
0 s u Lu y u Lu dx s c y b u u u y u dx .  . .H Hs s s s s s s s
V V
 w x.cf. 11 . It follows from c - b and the positive property of u and u thats s
U Uu s u . The uniqueness property of u ensures that u s u s u . Bys s s s s s
 .  . U  .Theorem 4.1 the solution u t, x of 5.1 converges to u x as t ª `s
 .  .  . w xwhen dU x F h t, x F rU x in yt , 0 = V.s s
 .  .For arbitrary h t, x G 0 with h 0, x k 0, a comparison between the
 .  .  .solution u t, x of 5.1 and the solution U t, x of the usual parabolic
boundary-value problem
­Ur­ t y LU s U a y bU , BU s 0, U 0, x s h 0, x 5.7 .  .  .  .
 .  .  .  .  .shows that u t, x - U t, x in 0, ` = V. Since U t, x ª U x as t ª `s
 w x.  .  .cf. 11 there exists a finite T ) 0 such that u t, x F rU x for all1 s
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 .t G T . Furthermore, by the maximum principle, the solution w t, x of the1
problem
­ wr­ t y Lw q cu w s w a y bw , Bw s 0, .  .t
w 0, x s h 0, x .  .
 .  .  .is positive in 0, ` when h 0, x k 0. Since u t, x is also a solution of the
above problem the uniqueness property of the solution ensures that
 .  . Uu t, x s w t, x . Hence there exist constants d ) 0 and t G T such that1
 . w U U xdU F u t, x F rU for all t g t y t , t . As a consequence of Theo-s s
rems 4.1 and 4.2 we have the following conclusion:
 .  .THEOREM 5.1. Let l 0 be the smallest eigen¨alue of 5.4 corresponding
 .  .  .to p x s 0, and let u t, x be the solution of 5.1 with arbitrary initial
 .  .  .  .function h t, x G 0 and h 0, x k 0. Then u t, x ª 0 as t ª ` if l 0 G 1,
U .  .  .  .  .and u t, x ª u x as t ª ` if l 0 - 1 and b x ) c x in V, wheres
U  .  .u x is the unique positi¨ e solution of 5.2 .s
Remark 5.1. Theorem 5.1 gives a sufficient condition on the positive
functions a, b, and c for the global stability of the trivial solution and the
U  . w xpositive solution u x . Similar conditions are also given in 20, 21, 23, 24s
when a, b, c, and D are all constants and the boundary condition is of
either Neumann type or Dirichlet type.
 .B A Nuclear Reactor Model
In some nuclear reactor feedback systems where the reactor is consid-
ered spatially homogeneous and the temperature effect to the reactor
power has a time delay, a mathematical model for the reactor power P and
the temperature differential T is given by the ordinary-parabolic system
 w x.cf. 6, 14
­ Pr­ t s P ya P y P y bT .e t
t ) 0, x g V .
­ Tr­ t y Lu s c P y P y T .e
BT s h x t ) 0, x g ­ V .  .
P 0, x s P x , T t , x s T t , x yt F t F 0, x g V , .  .  .  .  .0 0
5.8 .
 .  .where L and B are the same as that in 5.1 , T ' T t y t , x for somet
 .t G 0, P ' P x is a positive function representing the equilibrium power,e e
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and a, b, and c are positive rate constants. The above system is a special
 .  .  .case of 1.3 with u , u s T , P and with1 2
f x , T , P s c P y P y T .  .1 e
f x , T , P s P ya P y P y bT . 5.9 .  .  .2 t e t
 . qClearly the function f ' f , f is mixed quasimonotone in R = R . Since1 2
 .the power P is always nonnegative we may define, if necessary, f ?, P, T2
s 0 whenever P - 0. With this modification, f is mixed quasimonotone in
the whole space R2. Notice that since T is the differential between the
reactor temperature and surrounding temperature, it is not necessarily
nonnegative. For this reason the boundary and initial functions h and T0
are allowed to have positive as well as negative values in their respective
domains.
 .Consider the steady-state problem of 5.8 which is given by
P ya P y P y bT s 0 .s s e s
in V 5.10 .yLT s c P y P y T .s s e s
BT s h x on ­ V . .s
It is easy to verify that the above problem has exactly two solutions in the
 0..  U U . 0. Uform 0, T and P , T , where T and T are the respective solutionss s s s s
of the linear boundary-value problems
yLT 0. q cT 0. s ycP in V , BT 0. s h on ­ Vs s e s
yLTU q c 1 q bra TU s 0 in V , BTU s h on ­ V , 5.11 .  .s s s
U  . U  U  .  .and P s P y bra T P x ' 0 at those points x where P x -s e s s e
 . U  ..  .  U U .  .bra T x . When h x ' 0, the solution P , T is reduced to P , 0s s s e
 0..while 0, T is nonpositive. To investigate the stability and instability ofs
these solutions we construct a suitable pair of upper and lower solutions of
Ä Ä Ã Ã .  .  .5.10 which are denoted by P , T and P , T . In view of the mixeds s s s
 .quasimonotone property of f , f , the requirements on this pair are given1 2
by
Ä Ä Ã Ã Ã ÄP ya P y P y bT F 0, P ya P y P y bT G 0 .  .s s e s s s e s
Ä Ä Ä ÄyLT G c P y P y T , BT G h x 5.12 .  . .s s e s s
Ã Ã Ã ÃyLT F c P y P y T , BT F h x . . .s s e s s
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 .Assume that the rate constants in 5.8 satisfy the condition
c 1 y bra q l ) 0, 5.13 .  .0
 .  .where l G 0 is the smallest eigenvalue of 5.4 corresponding to p x ' 00
 . U  .and a x ' 1. Then for any nontrivial function h x G 0 the linear
boundary value problem
yLwU q c 1 y bra wU s 0 in V , BwU s hU x on ­ V 5.14 .  .  .
U U  . U  .has a unique positive solution w s w x . We choose h x such that
U  .w - arb P in V, and seek a pair of upper and lower solutions in thee
form
Ä Ä U UP , T s P q r bra w , r w , . . /s s e
Ã Ã U UP , T s P y r bra w , yr w , 5.15 .  . . /s s e
where r is any constant satisfying
1 F r F aP r bwU and r k aP r bwU . 5.16 .  .  .e e
Ã ÃThe above condition on r ensures that P G 0 and P k 0. It is easy tos s
 .  .verify that the pair in 5.15 satisfy the first two inequalities in 5.12 while
the remaining inequalities are reduced to
r yLwU q cwU G cr bra wU , rBwU G h x .  .  .
y r yLwU q cwU F ycr bra wU , yrBwU F h x . .  .  .
 .  .By the relation 5.14 the above inequalities hold for any h x satisfying
U Ä Ä Ã Ã<  . <  .  .  .h x F rh x . Under this condition, the pair P , T , P , T given bys s s s
 .  .5.15 are coupled upper and lower solutions of 5.10 . Hence by using this
 . pair as the coupled initial iterations in the iteration process 4.3 with
 .  .  .  .  .  ..u , u s T , P , L , L s L, 0 and f , f given by 5.9 we can1 2 1 2 1 2
construct two monotone sequences which converge to a pair of quasisolu-
 .  .  .  .tions P , T , P , T such that P , T G P , T ands s s s s s s s
P ya P y P y bT s 0, P ya P y P y bT s 0 . .s s e s s s e s
yLT q cT s c P y P , BT s h x 5.17 .  . .s s s e s
yLT q cT s c P y P , BT s h x . . .s s s e s
We show that
U UP , T s P , T s P , T . . . .s s s s s s
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Ã Ã  .Since P G 0 and P k 0 the first two equations in 5.17 gives s
P y P s y bra T , P y P s y bra T . 5.18 .  .  .s e s s e s
This leads to the relation
yLT q cT s y bcra T , BT s h x .  .s s s s
y LT q cT s y bcra T , BT s h x . .  .s s s s
A subtraction of the above two equations yields
yLTU q c 1 y bra TU s 0, BTU s 0, .
U U .where T s T y T . In view of 5.13 and T G T we have T s 0 whichs s s s
 .is equivalent to T s T . It follows from 5.18 and Theorem 4.1 thats s
Ã Ã .  .  .  .T , P s T , P and is the unique solution of 5.10 between P , T ands s s s s s
Ä Ä U U .  .  .P , T . Since P , T is the only solution of 5.10 with P G 0 ands s s s s
U U .  .  .P k 0 we conclude that P , T s P , T s P , T . As a consequences s s s s s s
Ã .of Theorem 4.3 and the fact that P x can be made arbitrarily close to 0s
we have the following conclusion.
U  .  .THEOREM 5.2. Let w x be the positi¨ e solution of 5.14 for some
U  . U  .h x G 0 such that w - arb P , and let a, b, and c satisfy conditione
 .  .  .5.13 . Then for any initial and boundary functions P , T and h x such0 0
that
U U< < wP y P F r bra w in V , T t , x F r w in yt , 0 = V , .  . .0 e 0
Uh x F rh x on ­ V , 5.19 .  .  .
 .  .where r is any constant satisfying 5.16 , problem 5.8 has a unique global
 .solution P, T such that
lim P t , x , T t , x s PU x , TU x as t ª `. 5.20 .  .  .  .  . .  .s s
 0. ..Moreo¨er, the solution 0, T x is unstable.s
 .  .When h x ' 0, the steady-state solutions of 5.10 are reduced to
 .  0..P , 0 and 0, T . In this situation we havee s
 .COROLLARY 5.1. Under the conditions in Theorem 5.2 and h x ' 0 the
  .  ..  .  .global solution P t, x , T t, x of 5.8 con¨erges to P , 0 as t ª `, ande
 0..the solution 0, T is unstable.s
 .C A Competition Model with n-Competing Species
In the Volterra]Lotka competition model with n-competing species
where the effect of disposition and time delay are both taken into consid-
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 .eration, the equations governing the population densities u ' u t, x ofi i
the competition species are given by
n n
­ u r­ t y L u s u a y b u y c u . i i i i i i j j i j j t /
js1 js1
B u s 0i i
u t , x s h t , x i s 1, . . . , n , 5.21 .  .  .  .i i
 .  .  .where u ' u t y t , x , L and B are the same as that in 1.1 , andj t j j i i
 .  .  .a ' a x , b ' b x and c ' c x are all nonnegative functions in V.i i i j i j i j i j
a  .We assume that a , b , and c are in C V , and a ) 0, b ) 0 in V.i i j i j i i i
 .This implies that the reaction function at the right-hand side of 5.21 is
 .quasimonotone nonincreasing and satisfies the hypothesis H with L s
 q. nR . Hence the requirements of upper and lower solutions for the
 .steady-state problem of 5.21 become
n n
yL u G u a y b u y b u y c uÄ Ä Ä Ã Ã i i i i i i i i j j i j j /
j/i js1
n n
y L u F u a y b u y b u y c uÃ Ã Ã Ä Ä i i i i i i i i j j i j j /
j/i js1
B u G 0 G B u i s 1, . . . , n . 5.22 .  .Ä Ãi i i i
 .It is easy to verify that for any constants M satisfying M G a rb in V,i i i i i
 .  .i s 1, . . . , n, the pair u s M , . . . , M and u s 0, . . . , 0 satisfy all theÄ Ã1 n
 .  .inequalities in 5.22 . By Theorem 2.1, the system 5.21 has a unique
q .  .global solution u t, x such that 0 F u t, x F M in R = V whenever
 .0 F h t, x F M in Q . Moreover, a comparison between the components0
u of u and the solution U of the scalar boundary-value problemi i
­Ur­ t y L U s U a y b U , B U s 0, U 0, x s h 0, x .  .  .i i i i i i i i i i i
5.23 .
qshows that u F U in R = V, i s 1, . . . , n,i i
 .Let l p and f be the smallest eigenvalue and its correspondingi i i
 .normalized positive eigenfunction of the eigenvalue problem
L f y p f q l a f s 0 in V , B f s 0 on ­ V . 5.24 .i i i i i i i i i
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 .  .  .Since for any nontrivial h 0, x G 0 the solution U t, x of 5.23 con-i i
 .verges to 0 as t ª ` when l 0 G 1, and it converges to the uniquei
U  .positive solution U x of the boundary-value problemi
yL U s U a y b U in V , B U s 0 on ­ V , 5.25 .  .i i i i i i i i i
 .when l 0 - 1, the relation 0 - u - U implies that u ª 0 as t ª ` ifi i i i
 .l 0 G 1. To ensure the coexistence of the competing species it is neces-i
 .sary that l 0 - 1 for all i s 1, . . . , n. This requirement ensures that ai
U  .  .unique positive solution U x to 5.25 exists and can be used to con-i
struct a pair of upper and lower solutions for the steady-state problem of
 .  U U .5.21 . Specifically, we seek such a pair in the form u s U , . . . , U ,Ä s 1 n
 .u s d f , . . . , d f , where for each i, d is a small positive constant.Ã s 1 1 n n i
 .Indeed, this pair satisfy all the inequalities in 5.22 if
n n
U U UyL U G U a y b U y b d f y c d f .  . i i i i i i i i j j j i j j j /
j/i js1
n n
U Uyd L f F d f a y b d f y b U y c U . i i i i i i i i i i i j j i j j /
j/i js1
 .  .In view of 5.24 and 5.25 , the first inequality is trivially satisfied while
the second inequality is reduced to
n n
U Ul a y p F a y b d f y b U y c U . i i i i i i i i i j j i j j
j/i js1
Hence if we choose
n n
U Up x ' b U q c U 5.26 .  . i i j j i j j
j/i js1
then the above inequality holds for a sufficiently small d ) 0 providedi
 .that l p - 1. Under this condition the pair u , u are coupled upper andÄ Ãi i s s
lower solutions. It follows from the discussion in Section 3 that the
m. m. 0. 4  4  .monotone sequences u , u obtained from 4.3 with u '
 U U . 0.  .U , . . . , U and u ' d f , . . . , d f converge monotonically to a pair1 n 1 1 n n
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 .  .of positive quasisolutions u ' u , . . . , u , u ' u , . . . , u which satisfys 1 n s 1 n
the equations
n n
yL u s u a y b u y b u y c u i i i i i i i i j j i j j /
j/i js1
n n
y L u s u a y b u y b u y c u 5.27 . i i i i i i i i j j i j j /
j/i js1
B u s B u s 0.i i i i
 .By Theorem 4.1, the solution u of 5.21 satisfies the relation u F u F us s
 .  .as t ª ` if u F h F u in Q . Since for arbitrary h t, x with h 0, x k 0Ã Äs s 0 i
the components u of u are strictly positive in V for every t ) 0, and sincei
U ª UU as t ª `, the relation 0 - u - U implies that for some positivei i i i
constants tU and d , u satisfies the relation d f F u F UU for tU y t F ti i i i i i
F tU. By an application of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 we have the following
conclusion:
 .  .  .THEOREM 5.3. Let l 0 , l p be the smallest eigen¨alues of 5.24i i i
 .corresponding to p s 0 and p gi¨ en by 5.26 , respecti¨ ely, and let u 'i i s
 .  .u , . . . , u , u ' u , . . . , u be the positi¨ e quasisolutions which satisfy1 n s 1 n
 .  .  .5.27 . Then for any initial function h ' h , . . . , h with h 0, x k 0, i s1 n i
 .  .1, . . . , n, a global solution u ' u , . . . , u to 5.21 exists and possesses the1 n
property unique
u x F u t , x F u x as t ª ` 5.28 .  .  .  .s s
 .if l p - 1 for all i, andi i
lim u t , x s 0 as t ª ` 5.29 .  .
 .  .  .  .if l 0 G 1 for all i. Moreo¨er, u t, x ª u x as t ª ` when l p - 1i s i i
and u s u .s s
Remark 5.2.
 .  .a Theorem 5.3 implies that under the condition l p - 1 thei i
 .  :solution u of 5.21 enters the sector u , u as t ª `. Since this is trues s
for any nontrivial nonnegative initial function h, the trivial solution and all
forms of semitrivial solutions that is, a steady-state solution which has at
.least one zero component and one positive component are unstable. In
 .terms of ecological dynamics this property implies that system 5.21 is
 w x.uniformly persistent and permanent cf. 1, 2 .
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 .b It is easily seen that if a , b , and c are constants then by thei i j i j
 .relation U - a rb and the increasing property of l p in p , thei i i i i i i
 .condition l p - 1 is satisfied ifi i
n n
m q a b rb q a c rb - a i s 1, . . . , n , 5.30 .  . .  . i j i j j j j i j j j i
j/i js1
 .where m is the smallest eigenvalue of 5.24 corresponding to p s 0 andi i
 .a s 1. A similar condition for the permanence of the system 5.21 is giveni
w xin 4, 8 for n s 3. In the special case c s 0 for all i, j the above relationi j
w xis reduced the condition in 15 for the competition model without time
delays.
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